


Data-driven farming optimization in 
balance with nature.

Bluegrove is an aquatech company, 
that helps feed our future 
population by offering tools and 
solutions to optimize seafood 
production in a sustainable way.

ABOUT BLUEGROVE



With our data-driven focus on 
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WHAT WE DO

1. Serving

2. Understanding

4. Improving

3. Acting upon





Intelligent feeding Clear insightsReliable farm solutions



Hydroacoustic sensor 

Farm solutions / insightsIntelligent feeding

Echofeeding 

Feeding Assistant

Analytics and performance reports

OUR SOLUTIONS
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Our ambition
8 billion meals



EXISTING CUSTOMER BASE

OUR SALMON BUSINESS

We adopted these 
UN goals as our own. 

FACTS



WHERE WE WORK



My subconscious tells me I should 
feed a bit reserved some days – we 
see the fish are able to eat faster 
and more – so this actually works

With the CageEye system it feels 
like we are able to interpret the 
fish behavior when feeding.

When we have information on 
how the fish behaves, we dare to 
feed with higher intensity. This 
enables us to feed more and 
with higher precision.

«We are very satisfied with the 
amount of feed we are feeding with 
CageEye, at the same time we 
verify that there is no feed waste»

OUR FARMING PARTNERS



Bluegrove launched to bolster seafood’s 
ability to help feed the world. 

Oslo 09 April 2020
A technology-based company called 
Bluegrove has been created to increse the 
number of meals procduced by the 
awuaculture sector, while simultaneusly 
protecting the enviroment and improving fish 
health and welfare. 

PRESS ATTENTION



₂

OUR AMBITION
How ecology and economy go hand in hand:

Our ambition is to optimize the 
production of 8 billion meals in 2025




